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PROGRAMME 

2014

Wed 19 Mar Looking for Medieval remains in Castleton & Hope by 

Ann Price, Castleton local history group.

Thur 27 Mar Visit to British Museum 'the Vikings are coming'. By 

coach. £40 incl entrance to this major European 

exhibition.

Thur 3 April Anglo-Saxon stroll 1-4pm. Meet at Haddon Hall car 

park.

Wed 14 May The Toll collectors of Rowdale Toll Bar Cottage by Ann 

Hall, leader of Longstone local history group.

Thur 5 June Anglo-Saxon sroll 1-4pm. Meet at Station car park.

Wed 18 June Recent research on Elizabethan plasterwork in NE 

Derbyshire by Dr David Bostwick.

Wed 24 June B&DHS 60th anniversary lunch at Thornbridge Hall.

Thurs 4 Sept Anglo-Saxon stroll 1-4pm. Meet Shutts Farm, Bakewell

Thur 2 Oct Anglo-Saxon stroll 1-4pm 

Wed 22 Oct Through a glass darkly by Trevor Brighton

Nov/Dec Christmas lunch at Hassop Hall. 12 for 12.30.

2015

Wed 21 Jan Sailing into History by Anita Spencer & Richard Noble.

Wed 25 Feb AGM at Friends Meeting House (FMH)

All talks are at the FMH at 7.30pm. Non-members welcome.
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THE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

Jan Stetka

As usual, I will report on the Heritage Lottery Fund project first, then 

museum operations and finally other Society activities.

VIKING AGE SCULPTURE PROJECT

In  summary,  the evidence that  has been gained  to guide the choice of

conservation strategy is as follows:

The large Anglian Cross Shaft

1.   This has fallen to the west,  about 200 years  ago,  causing internal

fracturing, so layers of sculpture are shed during freeze-thaw.

(Evidence:   EH Geologist’s  report,  1782 John Carter  drawing showing

leaning cross but base in tact; subsequent pictures showing that the base

has been broken to the west and replaced with a crude boulder. Samples of

stone surface picked up after episodes of freeze-thaw.)

2.   It is now progressively leaning to the south and could fall again.

(Evidence:  English  Heritage  Geologist’s  report.  Jan  Stetka’s  annual

measurements.   Archaeological  observation of foundations disturbed by

digging to accommodate graves and the railings base.)

3.   It could be further damaged if lichen colonised the stone, as the stone

would powder when the roots died.

(Evidence: The EH report thought that it had lichen, so argued against it

being brought  in  doors.   The British  Lichen  Society has  reported  that

lichen is prevalent in the church yard but not on the cross.)

4.   The sculpture would be more visible without its coating of algae.

(Evidence: The EH Geologist and the Lichen Society concur that the dark

grey coating on the stone is caused by the oxidation of the minerals within

the stone.  On top of that, air-born green algae have settled.  When we

covered the stone to protect against freeze-thaw, the algae died.  Then the

sculpture was then more distinct.)

5.   It could be moved because it is not in its original location.
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(Evidence: This was proved by the carbon dating of a bone beneath it.  Its

original orientation to the sun is unknown so the best angle for lighting

can be used.  EH recommends that it is dismounted because it could fall.  The

current mounting is not suitable for re-use.)  

The Anglo-Viking Cross Shaft 

1.   This is shedding strips of interlace.

(Evidence: EH picked up a strip and another gap has appeared.)   

2.   The sculpture would be more visible without its coating of algae.

(The EH stone consultant said its situation under trees encourages algae.  Our

winter covering deprived the algae of sunlight and moisture so it died.  When

uncovered, the sculpture was more visible.)

3.   It could be moved because it is not in its original location.

(Evidence: 1937 photograph of it in a Two Dales garden and 1940s reference to

it being at Bakewell church.)

The Anglian and Viking sections in the porch

1.   Three pieces have gone missing.

(We have photographic evidence for  two pieces  and survey  evidence for  the

third.  Unfortunately, there is a market in such rare sculpture.)

2.   The pieces are not arranged to help visitors appreciate them.

(The chief archaeologist at the Peak Park has analysed which pieces belonged to

the same crosses.  The pieces can be allocated to each of the four main tribes

from records of their sculpture elsewhere.) 

3.   Much about the sculpture is not visible.

(Mortar  obscures  other  sides  of  the  pieces  and  prohibits  their  inspection  for

traces of colour pigment found elsewhere.)

Derivation of Recommendations

The  recommendations  were  derived  by  stating  our  aims  and  then  scoring

different  strategies  for  how  well  they  meet  each  of  these  aims  and  hence

obtaining an overall score for the value of each strategy.  

We have taken the aims and their relative importance, as:

1.   Conservation, so future generations can see the sculpture as we have,

is most important; rated as level 5.
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2.    Education,  so  present  generations  can  appreciate  its  origins  and

meaning, is very important; rated as level 4.

3.    Community  involvement  is  required  in  order  to  get  a  grant  for

conservation and exhibition; rated as level 2.

4.   Visitor attraction will build revenue for the future maintenance of the

sculpture; rated as level 2.  Total possible score: 13.

Base Strategy 

The strategy  recommended  by EH was  to  dismount  the  Anglian  cross

shaft, to repair the socket and sink it in concrete, and then to remount and

seal  the  cross  shaft  in  its  present  location.   This  scored  poorly  in

conservation as  the sculpture would still  be subject  to freeze-thaw and

poorly  in  education  because  the  socket  would  conceal  two  feet  of

sculpture and the cross shaft  would be remote from similar sections. It

was suggested by EH when they thought that there was lichen on the shaft

which might cause powdering indoors.  Overall score: 5/13.

Strategies of outdoor protection

These  range  from  erecting  a  roof  over  it  to  reduce  freeze-thaw  to

enclosing  it  in  an  air-conditioned  glass  case  which  has  been  done  in

Denmark to protect their stone which commemorates the unification of the

country under Christianity.  The roof idea would not keep the bottom of

the stone dry in winter squalls which might be followed by freezing and it

is the lower part which is deteriorating most.  The air conditioned glass

case  has  running  costs.   Both  are  perhaps  not  aesthetic  for  a  cross

‘pointing to heaven’.  Overall score: 7/13.

An indoor Exhibition

The  ideal  exhibition  would  group  all  pieces  into  tribal  families,  so

similarities are evident, and arrange pieces of the same cross shaft in close

proximity.   It would be well lit indoors and the sculpture would not be

obscured  by algae.  The two main shafts would be in  front of  the two

western  alcoves  with  similar  pieces  secured  within  the  alcoves  and

interpretation  material  round  them.   The  sculpture  relates  to  the

conversion  period  and  would  therefore  compliment  the baptismal  font

brought to the centre under the baptismal window.  Such a strategy scores highly

on conservation and education.  
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Looking further afield we would mount a replica of the restored Anglian cross in

a  prominent  position  in  Bakewell  to  guide  visitors  to  the  church.   Another

replica,  perhaps  painted  in its  original  colours  would  be  mounted  on  a  road

approach to Bakewell, for example on the Hassop round-about near where the

cross  could  have  stood  till  the  17th c.   Such  a  strategy  scores  highly  on

community involvement and visitor attraction.  Overall  score

13/13.

This  should  be  done  without  any  cost  to  the  Church.   The  research  and

archaeology project was done with full funding from HLF because the labour of

all  the  volunteers  contributed  the  matched  funding  required.   It  should  be

possible to continue with this approach as many of the volunteers would like to

help mount the exhibition.  The project funding could pay for the installation of a

floor when pews are removed and for the movement of the font. This will be

discussed with the PCC and the congregation.  We then need diocesan agreement

before it is communicated to EH as that is the first thing they will ask.  The HLF

grant  comes  in  two  stages:  a  first  stage  for  detailed  planning,  costing  and

approvals, then a second stage for implementation.
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1914 poster.  Up-beat and off to war.
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REMEMBERING 1914

Trevor Brighton

A century ago Britain was enjoying the twilight of the Edwardian

age.  The country and its Empire were at peace amid general calm and

prosperity.   At  the  same  time,  beneath  the  surface,  seismic  shudders

alarmed the heads of government in Europe.  The new German Empire,

meticulously conceived and created by the Prussian Chancellor Otto von

Bismarck  and  endowed  with  military  power  following  victories  over

Austria and then France, had significantly changed the European balance

of power.  France was particularly nervous, as was her ally Russia and her

new partner in the Entente Cordiale of 1904, Great Britain.

In eastern Europe further tremors were felt in the Balkans where

Slav provinces under the rule of Germany’s allies, Austria – Hungary and

Turkey,  were  struggling  to  gain  independence  and  looked  to  Imperial

Russia  to  protect  and  assist  them.   The  Balkans  were  a  dangerous

flashpoint between the eastern powers.

Outside  Europe,  the  U.S.A.,  a  growing  political  and  economic

power, studiously kept clear of the tensions between the European powers

and  disapproved  of  their  colonial  ambitions,  including  those  of  Great

Britain.

In the Far East an emergent Japan was fast becoming a military

and naval power,  sufficiently strong to defeat  Russia at  sea in 1904-5.

Britain,  anxious  about  her  port  of  Hong  Kong  and  especially  India,

entered into an alliance with Japan in 1911, allowing her to concentrate

her  naval  power  near  home  whilst  Japan  pursued  its  own  ambitions

against a supine China.

Britain, feeling secure behind its great naval supremacy, relied on

the skills of one of its most adroit foreign secretaries, Sir Edward Grey, in

his  pursuit  of  peace.   His  attentions  were  principally  focussed  on

Germany’s  growing  ambitions  in  Europe  and  her  threatening  military

might.   At the same time he carefully  watched  her  increasing colonial

ambitions in Africa and the alarming progress of her naval power which

would soon be able to challenge the Royal Navy

Despite  his  vigilance  a  startling  eruption  occurred  in  Europe  –  in  the

Balkans. Serbia, together with Greece and Bulgaria drove the Turks out of
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Macedonia  and  Thrace.   Following  this  triumph  Serbia  emerged  as  a

military power  in  the  Balkans  and  now sought  to  free  all  Yugo-Slavs

remaining under the rule of Austria-Hungary.  Vienna now considered the

time had come to crush the Serbs.  War was narrowly averted by the good

offices of the British Foreign Secretary, Grey, who persuaded Germany to

curb her ally, Austria-Hungary.

The next year, 1914, brought a different outcome.  The Austrian

Archduke  Franz  Ferdinand  was  assassinated  in  Sarajevo  by  Gavrilo

Princip, a pro-Serbian activist.  Austria-Hungary prepared to mobilise and

again  looked  to  her  ally,  Germany  for  support.   The  Kaiser  and  his

Chancellor,  Bethmann-Hollweg,  although  not  wanting  war,  allowed

Vienna to  send  Serbia  an  ultimatum.   The  Kaiser  was  shocked  by its

severity but failed to rein in his ally.   The Russians prepared to attack

Austria.

Grey tried to call  a conference of the four disinterested powers,

Germany,  France,  Italy  and  Great  Britain,  to  mediate.   On  27th July

Germany rejected his suggestion.  Two days later Grey tried again, but

warned  the  German  Ambassador  that  he  must  not  count  on  Britain’s

neutrality under all circumstances.  Germany then proposed to respect the

European  integrity  of  France,  Belgium and  Holland,  but  excluded  the

French Colonies.  Grey refused point-blank to abandon France, declaring

‘it would be a disgrace for us to make this bargain with Germany at the

expense of  France,  a disgrace  of which the good name of this country

would  never  recover.’   The  Kaiser,  who  had  bungled  diplomatically

through all these manoeuvres, had lost control over his ally who moved

headlong towards war with Serbia.

Much to  Grey’s  dismay the diplomatic domino effect  followed.

Russia  and Austria  mobilised on 31st July.   Germany declared  war  on

Russia on 1st August and on France on the 3rd.

Great  Britain  was hesitant;  Neutralist  opinion was  strong in the

Liberal and Labour parties, among bankers and economists in the City and

in some cities in the north of England.  Much of the Cabinet, including the

Prime Minister, inclined towards neutrality.  But Grey had given his word

to France and when Germany marched into Belgium unity was restored at

home and Britain immediately declared war on Germany and her allies.

Whilst  this  was  Britain’s  ostensible  casus  belli, she  foresaw  a

threat greater than that of Napoleon Bonaparte a century earlier; namely a
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German hegemony across the Channel and a powerful  German fleet  to

threaten her empire and especially its jewel, India.

Away from the corridors of world power the people of Bakewell,

like those throughout the country, read their newspapers and powerlessly

awaited events.  The instant news we experience on radio and television

today was not available.  Peace was the universal hope. 

Yet the town was not a total stranger to military movements.  It

provided  a  small  base  for  two  volunteer  units  –  part  of  what  was  to

become the 2nd Battalion of the Sherwood Foresters and a mounted troop

of the Derbyshire Imperial Yeomanry. They were a common sight in and

around Bakewell, parading in the square, attending church services, and

practising on the shooting range at the end of Combes Road and attending

training camps in Chatsworth Park.  Little boys absented themselves from

school to see these activities and young women and girls were beguiled by

the parades of men in uniforms.

Bakewellians were by no means looking for a war with Germany,

but if they perceived a threat  to the country,  the Empire and the Royal

Navy then the jingoism of the Victorian era  was quick to  surface  and

young men and boys  were ready to  volunteer.   Britain’s  tradition of  a

small, long-service army for deployment overseas was almost unique in

European history.  Thus on the outbreak of war in 1914 Britain was the

only  participant  with  a  non-conscript  army  whose  numbers  could  not

match  those  of  the  other  belligerents.   Nevertheless,  a  British

Expeditionary Force of almost 100,000 men was sent to France in 1914.

What it lacked in equipment and numbers it more than compensated for in

determination,  morale  and  training.   Training  was  now  undertaken  in

earnest.   The Sherwood Foresters  mustered at  Hunmanby in Yorkshire

whilst  the  Imperial  Yeomanry  were  preparing  for  manoeuvers  on

Salisbury Plain.

Two  days  before  war  was  declared  on  4th August  general

mobilisation began.  The Yeomanry were the first to move, their kit and

supplies were assembled in the yard of the Rutland Arms.  B Squadron

lined up in the Square, waved goodbye to their families and friends and

left Bakewell. They then progressed by road and rail for embarkation at

Southampton as part of the 2nd Mounted Division to fight in Egypt against

the Turks.
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Derbyshire Yeomanry parading in Bakewell Square c1902

The Sherwood Foresters were still in town and just after war was declared

they can be seen in uniform at a general gathering in the Square at which

the vicar led the town in prayers for peace and a quick resolution of the

conflict.

On 9th August D Company of the Sherwood Foresters, comprising

men from Bakewell, Buxton and Ashbourne marched to Chesterfield to

join  their  battalion.   The  assembled  force  was  asked  if  it  wished  to

volunteer for service abroad and 98% agreed.  They were then entrained at

Derby  and  moved  to  Hertfordshire  for  training.   The  battalion  was

strengthened by further drafts of volunteers and held in reserve as part of

the North Midlands Division.  Finally on 27th February, 1915 they sailed

from  Southampton  to  Le  Havre,  having  been  joined  by  two  of  their

officers from Bakewell, Captain H. C. Brooke Taylor and Lieutenant E. B.

Brook Taylor.  Morale was high and it was generally believed the war

would quickly be ended – perhaps by Christmas! 

Bakewell was a sombre town in the late summer of 1914.  The

photograph of the gathering in the Square shows a long banner on the

rooflines of Matlock Street advertising ‘BAKEWELL SHOW WED AUG

5th. This highlight of the year in Bakewell’s summer had been almost a

token  event  in  1914.   Attendance  numbers  were  down  following  the

government’s  cancellation  of  all  excursion trains,  horses  were  in  short

supply  following  requisitioning,  farmers  were  struggling  to  get  their

harvest in before their farm hands volunteered for the armed forces. 
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Public service in Bakewell Square after war was declared in 1914

Some exhibitors at the Show drove their livestock on foot from as far as

twelve miles away.  No more Shows were held until 1920.  The horse fairs

ceased as did the annual fair held in the Square.

The  lively  spirit  of  the  Edwardian  era  had  passed.   The  war

showed no signs of an early end, huge losses of life brought feelings of

despair and the government found it necessary to impose conscription in

1916.  Young unmarried men were taken first and, later, married men with

families.  The nation’s sacrifice was unprecedented.

Now we are left with the annals of these years, with our films and

photographs, our poignant letters and memorabilia.  Our memorials stand

in  the  Square  and  at  the  entrance  to  what  was  the  Memorial  Cottage

Hospital, on the Stand at Crich, on the Menin Gate and on the parades of

headstones in the fields of France, Flanders and beyond.

1914  was  a  fork  of  lightning  before  the  loudest  thunder  and

tempest the world had known.  It still blights our collective memories and

sears our national soul.  ‘Lest we forget’?  Whilst we enjoy our precious

freedom and liberties we can never forget!
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS IN ROWDALE

Jan Stetka

Rowdale

Rowdale is about 1.5 miles north of Bakewell on the Hassop road.

In the above photograph, the old Hassop station is in the right foreground

and the old railway line,  now the Monsal Trail,  runs under the bridge.

Great  Longstone  is  in  the  left  distance  and  Rowland  is  in  the  right

distance.  A packhorse route enters mid left and descends to the Toll-bar

cottage in the very middle of the picture before climbing to the top of the

picture where it gives access to Great Longstone and Rowland.

This  report  concerns  the  ancient  track-way  which  runs  up  the

centre of the field between the Monsal trail on its left and the turnpike

road on its right which crosses the Hassop round-about at the bottom right

of the picture.  Archaeology on the near part of the track way took place in

summer 2012.  The photograph was taken from a BBC helicopter filming

Julia Bradbury walking the Monsal Trail.  
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A total of 12 flints were retrieved from the excavation.  The edges

were undamaged and the ground was only slightly sloping so the material

is unlikely to have come from far away, possibly just a few metres from

their original position. Most of the material is of the type used in the later

Mesolithic period (circa  8000 to 4000 BC). Most were blades but there

were also three scrapers.  To put this time period in context, the last ice

age started melting about 10000 BC and the melt water did not separate us

from the continent until 5000BC.

Ten  of  the  12  pieces  recovered  from the  excavation  were  flint

whilst the other two pieces were of high quality dark grey chert. Chert can

be found in the immediate vicinity of the site as it occurs naturally in the

Limestone upon which the site is located. The nearest sources of flint lie

in the gravel deposits of the Trent Valley, 20 miles to the south. Any flint

found on the site has, therefore, to have been imported and this indicates

that material was being brought to the site over a considerable distance

during the Mesolithic. The main colours of the flint  are dark grey (5),

brown-grey (2), translucent (2) and light brown (1). Much of the flint was

of high purity with few pieces being speckled.  These finds are now at

Bakewell Old House Museum.

The  presence  of  processing  tools,  such  as  the  retouched  and

utilised  blades  and  scrapers,  indicates  a  wide  range  of  processing

activities, which are usually taken as an indicator of settlement sites. The

presence of scrapers might imply that hide working was taking place. The

presence of a microblade indicates the use and maintenance of hunting

weapons, suggesting that hunting, and perhaps fishing, might have been

an important activities in the areas around the site.

To understand why Mesolithic people settled in this area, we can

consider  another  site  where  many of  their  blades  have  been  found  in

recent years.  That is at  Amesbury,  about 1.5 miles east of Stonehenge.

Stonehenge was constructed 3000-2000BC and is on a bleak upland site

but older settlement archaeology has been found in the valley of the river

Avon where Amesbury’s warm springs flow to the Avon.  Warm springs,

such  as  at  Bakewell,  would  be  a  source  of  water  for  animals  and

hunter/gathers as the permafrost melted after the ice age. 
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Roman pottery found

Although  the  pottery  assemblage  retrieved  from the  excavation

near Hassop Road Roundabout is small in size, it was highly diverse in

character and would appear to indicate activity on or close to the site from

the Roman period. They include fragments from:

two specialised food preparation vessels (Mortaria of a type produced at

Coventry), 

a Derbyshire water jar and a grey ware vessel for cooking (probably from

kilns near Belper) 

and a serving dish or bowl (of the type produced by Nene Valley kilns

near Peterborough). 

Chronologically,  these are from the late-third and fourth century

and  the  wares  and  vessels  indicate  trade  with  at  least  three  different

sources  in the Midlands. It  is worth noting that the geophysical  survey

identified at least two well-defined roughly rectangular enclosures, near

the excavated track-ways, which could be from the Roman period.  All of

the above suggests that the track-way was used in this period.

Anglo-Viking Remains

The ancient track-way that we were excavating was called Roland

Gate  on  Senior’s  1616  Survey  of  the  Duke  of  Devonshire’s  land.

Professor Ken Cameron identified this as a Norse name with components

Ra (probably a boundary),  lundr (heath land) and  Gate (a road, in this

case  to  Rowland).   The  track-way  was  on  the  boundary  between

Cracknolle, part of Holme in the Anglo-Saxon Manor of Bakewell, and

Norse settlement on heath land around Bakewell.

To the north the track-way probably followed the pack-horse route

to Rowland which would give it access to Longstone Edge and beyond.

Last  year’s  Journal  covered  the  evidence  for  the  foundations  of  a

substantial  stone  monument  at  the  junction  of  Roland  Gate  with  the

Hassop road.  Legend has it that this was the Bakewell Anglian cross.     
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      Roger Newton’s land by ro-land yate, held freehold, 10acres in area.

The  land  around  the  road  junction  was  in  Longstone  Parish  and  the

Longstone Records state  that  Christian  monuments  were damaged during the

Puritan era, which might be a reason why the Anglian cross was moved to the

protection of the Bakewell church yard.

To the south Roland Gate split with one route to Bakewell town and the

other to Bakewell Edge via Brick Lane.  This latter route was called Birch Way

in Medieval charters and linked a cross at Ball Cross to the possible cross in

Rowdale.   In  pre-history  it  linked  Bakewell  Edge  to  Longstone  Edge  via

Rowdale, a dry route draining to the Derwent via Rymas brook and to the Wye

through Worm wood.
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The  Y-shaped  junction

of Roland Gate became

Birch  Way  heading

south.

As  Birch  Way  entered

Mr Gell’s ground it split

to  a  southern  route  to

Bakewell and an eastern

route to Bakewell Edge.

In  1616,  much  of

Cracknolle  was  owned

by  the  Gells  who  20

years  later  built

Parsonage  House,  now

our Old House Museum.

Roger  Newton  owned

much  of  the  land

approaching Bakewell.

Note  that  he  owned  an

earlier house on the site

of  Holme  Hall  called

Roger Newton’s holme.

Note a packhorse bridge

across  the  Wye  earlier

than the  current  bridge

and a stream lead off the

Wye, for a mill? 
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Here  is  the  1810

enclosure  map  for

comparison

purposes.The  new route

of  the  turnpike  road

made  Roland  Gate

redundant.

Later the Hassop road

was straightened to take

out  the  kink  caused  by

the ‘Y’ shaped junction.

The  eastern  route  to

Ball  cross,  called

Harrison  Way,  was

closed  to  accommodate

railway builders in mud

huts. 

Harrison Way crossed

the  Baslow road  out  of

Bakewell  to  become

Brick  Lane  by

Bakewell’s brick works.

Note  that  this  map

has  a  north-south

orientation  whereas

William Senior’s survey

was  rotated  to  fit  his

expensive parchment. 

Holme Hall, Lumford Mill, the packhorse bridge and Arkwright’s house

opposite are in their familiar locations.   
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History of the Cross Shaft base

Farmers were practised at hauling out tree roots with a team of

oxen.  In the same way they could have dismounted the cross shaft from

its socketed stone base and pulled out the base.   This would have left

behind  the  jumble  of  roughly  squared  packing  stones  and  underlying

foundation  layer  which  we  found by  the  intersection  of  ancient  track-

ways.  See the Chairman’s report in the last journal for photographs.

The cross base was still intact in the church yard in 1782 as shown

in  John  Carter’s  drawing.   But  subsequent  pictures  suggest  serious

damage.   Carter’s  drawing  shows  it  leaning  to  the  west  and  English

Heritage’s  Geologist’s  report  suggests  it  fell.   Today there  is  a  crude

boulder repair replacing the missing west side of the base.  The reason for

the fall is perhaps indicated on page 130 of Longstone Records.

If  Longstone church was so shaken by natural forces it is likely

that Bakewell would have been similarly affected.  Indeed this could have

been the start of Bakewell church’s structural problems which led to an

architect’s report  in 1817 saying that the cracks at the foot of the spire

allowed a great quantity of rain into the interior.  The spire was removed

during 1820 to 1840 and then the tower, spire and Newark were rebuilt,

with much Anglo-Viking sculpture found in the process.

The 1790 event could well have caused the cross shaft to topple.

If the shaking seriously damaged our church it explains why they could

not have afforded much time or money to repair or renew the base.  We

could look for  evidence  elsewhere  in  Bakewell  of  the 1790 event,  but

much of central Bakewell was rebuilt in the early 19th century. 
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HERALDRY IN BAKEWELL III

THE CROSS FAMILY

Trevor Brighton

It was commonly believed that Bakewell’s population before the

19th century was largely ‘fossilised’; that is, it comprised the families of

the town and the surrounding villages. ‘Foreigners’ seldom moved in and

residents  seldom  moved  away.   This  is  no  longer  an  acceptable

generalisation; certainly by the early 18th century increased mobility was

evident  and  this  continued  with  the  advent  of  the  turnpike  roads,  the

‘industrialisation’  of  Bakewell  and,  above  all,  with  the  arrival  of  the

Midland  Railway  which  reached  Rowsley  in  1859  and  Bakewell  four

years later. As the line from London was driven across the Pennines to

Manchester,  some  well-to-do  residents  of  ‘Cottonopolis’  and  the

Lancashire industrial towns were drawn in to the Peak by the prospect of

cleaner,  healthier  air.   So  bankers,  merchants  and  industrialists  were

drawn to Buxton and other towns along the Midland Line.

One such newcomer was Robert Cross, his wife Esther and their

young  family.   He  was  born  in  Blackburn  and  she  in  Tintwistle  in

Cheshire.  Robert’s family had roots in Lancashire and offshoots in north-

west  England by the name of Cross or Crosse.   The Cross family was

settled at Wigan in the reign of Edward I in the 13th century.  Later they

were established at Cross Hall, Liverpool and later still at Shaw Hall and

Cross Hall, Chorley.

Robert  Cross  and his family arrived in Bakewell  shortly before

1881 and are recorded in the census of Bakewell in that year.   He was

evidently  retired  and  well  off,  with  an  income derived  from ‘rent  and

dividends  etc.’    The  1891  census  describes  him  as  a  retired  cotton

manufacturer  from  Blackburn.   Whether  he  had  any  connection  with

Arkwright’s cotton mill in Bakewell, which was destroyed by fire in 1868,

is unclear.  Robert bought and extended Milford House in Bakewell.

He was armigerous, that is, he was entitled to bear a coat of arms.

This  derived  from  his  Lancastrian  forebears  and  is  illustrated  on  his

monument in All Saints Church, Bakewell and is reproduced in colour on

the cover of this Journal.  From earliest times the family had used canting

or punning arms employing a form of one of the most common charges in
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all heraldry – the cross.  The cross in this case is a cross potent because its

limbs  terminate  in  the  form  of  a  crutch  (from  the  mediaeval  French

‘potence’ meaning a crutch).

So the shield of Robert Cross is blazoned:-

   Quarterly gules and or in the first quarter a cross potent of the second.

 (That is, a shield quartered in red and gold with a red cross potent in the

first quarter)

Everything on this armorial achievement relates to the cross, from

the crest –  a stork argent holding in its beak a cross potent or – to the

motto  CREDE CRUYCI (Believe in the cross).  Nor does the use of the

cross  potent  stop  there.   It  begins  and  ends  the  finely  cut  and  gilded

inscription on the Ashford marble plaque of the memorial to Robert and

Esther.  This is nicely framed with a cursive rose motif cut in Derbyshire

alabaster and inspired, no doubt, by the similar border round the aumbry

(wall cupboard) beneath Sir Godfrey Foljambe’s 14th century monument

at the end of the south nave aisle. Who designed and cut Robert’s tasteful

mural monument is not known.  It was obviously executed ten years after

his death in order to record that of his wife.

Mural monument to Robert and Esther Cross, All Saints church, Bakewell.
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Some might have said this was not the only cross he bore!  He and Esther

had seven daughters who required two young nurses to attend them.  The

1881 Census  lists  the  family and  servants  living  at  Milford  House  as

follows:-

Robert Cross Head 43 Blackburn, Lancs

Esther Wife 36 Tintwistle, Cheshire

Esther daughter 9 Bakewell

Mary daughter 9 Bakewell

Ida daughter 8 Bakewell

Eleanor daughter 6 Bakewell

Constance daughter 5 Bakewell

Dorothy daughter 3 Bakewell

Zoe daughter 2 Bakewell

Lucy Shaw Cook 26 Staffordshire

Elizabeth 

Wilkinson

servant 23 Brampton

Annie Ward Nurse 23 Clay Cross

Fanny Holmes Nurse 15 Bakewell

Thus Robert Cross lived in Milford House with twelve females between

the ages of two and thirty six!

Robert  was  proud  of  his  lineage  and  his  armorial  heritage,

examples of which still remain at Milford House.

The house he purchased in Milford was a three-storied Georgian

residence to which he added extensions and personalised them with his

armorial bearings, inside and out.  In 1887 he converted an adjoining two-

storied  coach  house  (?)  at  right  angles  to  his  house.   The building  is

curious in that the ground floor exterior has arched recesses, presumably

for bee hives (see below for the heraldic reference to bees).  
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   (Photograph by George Challenger)

The Cross heraldic window (left) and the four bee-hive niches.

This building was connected to the main house by an exterior quadrant

stair-case.  This gives access to the upper storey which was probably used

as a dining room.  It is lit near its entrance by two tall windows, of two

lights side by side, each light having a mullion and upper transom.  This

allowed Cross to decorate the four smaller and four larger apertures with a

decorative armorial display in stained glass.  Unfortunately these south-

facing panels have solarised and faded.

The top lights contain the date 1877, and the heraldic cross and the initials

R C.  
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Upper lights with dates and Cross monogram.

The larger lights below contain the punning arms, crest and motto

of Robert Cross impaled with the even cleverer punning arms of his wife,

Esther  Hornby.   The  Hornby  family,  like  that  of  Cross  was  long

established  in  Lancashire  with  numerous  branches.  Esther’s  arms  are

tricked as:-

    Or (gold) on a chevron engrailed between three bugle horns

    sable (black) as many bees argent (silver)

The horn and the bee allude to Hornby. However, Robert’s wife Esther’s

maiden name was Sidebottom.  She and Robert  were married in 1870.

Although the Sidebottoms were an armigerous family,  its arms are not

those  impaled  with  Robert’s.  The  curious  marital  display  is  perhaps

explained  by  Esther’s  family  having  some  pretensions  to  the  arms  of

Hornby by marriage or inheritance.
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Two strange non-heraldic panels on either side appear to be for the delight

of his daughters.  To the left the sun has risen and a lark and a cockerel 

proclaim the new day.  To the right a sickle moon reveals a roosting stork 

(the Cross crest) in a lily pond.  A frog croaks beside a

bulrush and an owl alights on an overhanging branch.
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Robert Cross’s second extension was added to the other side of his house.

The date 1881 is recorded in an interior window. 

 
Photograph by George Challenger

Milford House - the 1881 extension on the left.

This time he erected a new bay of two stories of dressed limestone with

Stanton stone quoins and window surrounds and stone slates.  The style

harks back to the late 17th century with ball-topped pinnacles reflecting

features of nearby Bagshaw Hall.

The upper storey of this new work has a gritstone oriel window

projecting on corbels.  Within its gable is the carved achievement of Cross

impaling Hornby.
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Photograph by George Challenger

Arms of Cross impaling Hornby on the gable.

Robert  Cross  was  influential  in  Bakewell  in  the  late  Victorian

period.  He was elected to the local Board and to its successor, the Urban

District Council.  He helped to arrange for the town’s improved, piped

water  supply  and  had  the  drinking-water  fountain  erected  just  across

Bakewell  Bridge.   Still  there,  devoid of  running water,  it  is  known as

‘Cross’s Folly’.
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Photograph by George Challenger

Cross’s Folly

The present light was installed by Bakewell Town Council in 2000.
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He was also influential in founding Bakewell Golf Club in 1899.  From

the beginning women were welcomed into the club and his 5th daughter,

the multi-talented Constance, was an active member.

A tribute to Constance was written by her companion, Pauline Brown, in

volume 25 (1998) of this Journal.  She also gave a number of Constance’s

personal effects to our Museum.

As a benefactor to the parish church Robert, his bonneted wife,

daughters and servants regularly filled a couple of pews every Sunday.

They certainly exemplified their family’s motto, ‘Believe in the Cross’.

Their patriotism and family pride was demonstrated in the bedspread the

women embroidered to commemorate Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee in

1887. This bedspread, now in our Museum, consists of 49 oblong panels,

each  embroidered  by  members  of  the  family.   The  panels  sometimes

incorporate the embroiderer’s initials and here and there employ the cross

and stork motifs, alluding to the family’s arms and crest.  Even ‘granny’

made a contribution; she embroidered the central panel bearing the royal

crown, ‘Jubilee 1887’.

                          Photograph by George Challenger

Detail from the Cross family’s Golden Jubilee bedspread 

in the Old House Museum.
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Just  as  they had moved to  Bakewell  in the 1870s so the Cross

family dispersed and left the town by the time Robert’s wife Esther died

in 1922.  Some of the daughters married and moved away, some remained

single  and,  like  Constance,  the  most  remarkable  of  them,  travelled  or

pursued  independent  careers.   Marian  Barker  has  traced  some of  their

movements from the censuses  of 1901 and 1911.  In  1901 Robert  and

Esther still  had Mary,  Eleanor,  Constance and Zoe living with them at

Milford House.   Esther  had married,  Ida  and Dorothy were lodging in

London  in  1901  and  by  1911  Dorothy  was  staying  with  a  retired

schoolmaster’s family in Kent, probably as a visitor.  Eleanor had married

and was living in Devon.

Robert Cross with some family members and staff.
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FULL CIRCLE, THE RAWSON- BARKER DYNASTY.

Lillias Bendell

This tale of the connecting of two illustrious families begins barely

300 yards from my home in Walkley, Sheffield, passes close to the Old

House Museum in Bakewell before returning to Sheffield.  At  the  North

East border of Sheffield districts 6 and 10 is the site of the former Walkley

Hall built by William Rawson about 1600. Nothing can be seen of it today

as it was demolished in 1926 in order to make way for a council housing

estate.                      

The Rawsons were originally tanners and various branches of this

prolific  family  established  themselves  in  the  area  with  tan  yards  in

Walkley, Philadelphia (Upperthorpe) and Wardsend.  A son, Thomas, was

born into one of these lines on the 13th June, 1748 and he was to continue

the fortunes of Rawsons in the world of industry. The first public brewery

in  Sheffield  had  been  opened  in  1758  and  in  1780  the  Pond  Street

Brewery  was  rebuilt  by  the  consortium  of  Rawson,  Wheat,  Eyre  and

Brown.  In  the  1787  Gale  and Martins  Directory  of  Sheffield,  Thomas

Rawson and Co. is recorded as a wholesale supply brewery.

 In  1774 the Wheat  family had  sold shares  in  their  white  lead

works to Thomas Rawson and John Barker of Bakewell,  becoming the

Sheffield Lead Company based in Shude Hill, Sheffield. 

In 1789 Thomas Rawson took a 99 year lease on Wardsend Farm,

Sheffield. He presumably was thinking of the future as the connection of

the Rawson and Barker families was to be sealed by his marriage to the 29

year old Elizabeth Barker on 29th June, 1793 at Bakewell.  She was the

sister of lead merchant John and daughter of John Barker senior, steward

to the Duke of Rutland.

Their happiness was short-lived, as two years after the marriage

she died, as did her father,  John, in the same year.   Thomas Rawson’s

second marriage in 1797 to Frances Roe of Everton, Liverpool, suffered a

similar fate, as she died only one year later. Both wives were buried in

Ecclesfield, north of Wardsend, Sheffield. 

Thomas Rawson remained a widower and also childless but, apart

from  his  business  interests,  he  became  involved  with  politics  and  the

public life of Sheffield. In 1805 he was a colonel in Sheffield Volunteer

Infantry and by 1818 held the offices of Commissioner of Police and also
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Deputy Lieutenant of Yorkshire West Riding. Arms had been granted to

Rawson in 1817 comprising an eagle head crest surmounting a shield with

three bull heads over a quadrangular castle. He died in 1826, at the age of

78, leaving his sister Hannah to dispose of the property. The Pond Street

Brewery and tied houses were turned over to a Thomas Birks,  but the

Thomas Rawson and Company name remained.  By 1855 a total  of  60

pubs were owned in the Sheffield area and within 10 years more than 100,

including a venture into Derbyshire at Glossop. The Pond Street Brewery

underwent a further major expansion in 1862 and on the death of Thomas

Birks  the business continued to be run by Edward Vaughan Birks  and

partner Henry Simpson. Eventually the company was large enough to be

registered  publicly  and  in  January  1897 became Thomas  Rawson  and

Company Ltd.

 

Site of ‘The Cock’ or Rawson’s Arms Hotel today, at Derbygate.
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This coincided with owning some Derbyshire public houses:- Devonshire

Arms,  Bakewell;   London  Tavern,  Calver;  Nag’s  Head,  Castleton;

Peacock, Tideswell; The Star, Whittington Common, Chesterfield; and the

Rawson’s Arms Hotel, Bridgefoot, Ashford.

The Old Cock at Ashford

On the corner that forms the north east boundary of Ashford with

Bakewell , a rectangular ‘dog-leg’ of land, no more than one sixth of an

acre  in  area,  protrudes  into the Ashford  parish.  It  is  shown on all  the

recorded maps and surveys as being a part of Bakewell parish. This was

the site of an inn, ‘The Cock’. 

Known as Derbygate and Bridgefoot, the boundary at this point

crosses the A6 and quarters the island formed by the mill races of Ashford

corn mill, joining the river to continue south towards Bakewell, skirting

Ashford  Hall  Estate.  Turnpike  road  users  passed  this  way  through  to

Ashford, coming by Greenhill Bar where Joseph Greenwood was the toll

collector in 1861. The toll house was on high ground on the Ashford side

of the junction of Crow Hill Lane and the road leading from Bakewell to

Ashford within the Bakewell parish. In 1825 the road was improved by

reducing the hills and filling in the hollow at a cost of £115. 

At  this  time  ‘beerhouses’  had  to  be  licensed  and  in  1820  the

licensee at ‘Ashford Bridge’ was recorded as a Thomas Platts. Later, in

1861 another Thomas Platts was ‘beerhouse keeper’ at Derbygate, but at

the age of 47 is unlikely to be the same Platts. He employed three house

servants and the census return for that year lists ten lodgers; all, except

one, were railway excavators from Ireland.

  

The railway work being finished in the 1860s, all the lodgers had

left by the next census in 1871 when Francis Roe was recorded as ‘house

painter and publican’ at Derby Gate Lane, now also described as ‘Cock

Inn’. 

Ten years later William Hallows was ‘publican’ at the ‘Cock Inn’

employing 18 year old daughter Eliza as inn servant. She was listed as an

inn  keeper  in  the  Bakewell  1891census,  but  her  residence  is  unclear.
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Arthur Vernon Hawley kept the Rawson’s Arms Hotel in 1895, his wife

providing supper for the Ashford Cricket Club one evening in November,

1896.

Since 1884, a field

of 2 acres to the west of the

Cock Inn has been in the

ownership of my family

and the map/plan from the

indenture gives Rawson

Brewery Co. Ltd. as holder

of the adjacent land. This

brewery land was under the

ownership of the Duke of

Devonshire at the time and  

divided by the parish

boundary

Plan of Derbygate indicating the

    parish boundary.                    
                               

The Cock Inn became known as Rawson’s Arms Hotel by 1897

and this coincided with the Company beginning to dispose of many less

economical properties in Sheffield. Robert Thornhill of Longstone, when

researching the history of Ashford, was informed by William Twigg that

the ‘Old Cock’ was later called ‘Rawson Arms Hotel’ being rebuilt by

Rawson’s Brewery, with the stone cock being put into the new part. The

Hotel was advertised in  The Sheffield Telegraph in the early 1900s as a

‘Hotel and Boarding House with Private Apartments’.

In the Bakewell Land Value Assessment of 1910 Rawson Brewery

Co. Sheffield owned the site, with the occupier being Richard Skidmore.

Another  entry  under  Rawson  ownership  was  the  Devonshire  Arms,

Church Alley,  where the occupier was Fred William Wilson. In 1916 a
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reference was made by Maria Gyte in her diary,  on March 2nd,  about a

dance being held at Rawson’s for the Red Cross.

   

 View of Rawson’s Arms from South. Ashford village to North. c1920

View of Rawson’s Arms c1960, right foreground,

Ashford Hall centre distant.
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Later, in the 1930s, the house became home to Mr Joseph Johnson and his

family,  but  eventually  fell  into  disrepair.  The  busy  A6,  having  been

upgraded in 1933, passed within feet of the house and it was demolished

in the 1960s. A copse of mixed woodland now covers the former site of

Rawson’s Cock Inn.

A Final Twist

The Rawson family had increased over the centuries,  but in the

end it remained for two female unmarried descendants to leave legacies

that would be documented for years to come. The sole brother of Thomas

Rawson was a surgeon who also died childless, but his sister Hannah was

to  change  the  social  history  of  Ecclesfield,  near  Sheffield.  In  1834

Rawson’s  Infant  School  was  built,  having  been  endowed  by  the

benefactress under her terms  ‘For the education of children between two

and eight years, of poor parents, of all denominations of Christian in the

Parish’.  She died in 1843 when the lease on the Rawson seat at Wardsend

was also relinquished. 

The Philadelphia (Sheffield) branch of the Rawsons had a similar

demise with no immediate descendants, leaving the unmarried Maria, who

died  in  1867,  worth  £17,000,  legacies  from which  were  distributed  to

many church bodies and charities in Sheffield, as well as individuals.  She

had  a  family  connection  with  Eyam  and  £500  was  left  to  both  the

Endowed School and the ‘Poor Widows and Single Women’ of Eyam.

In  Bakewell,  the  Barker  dynasty  finally  saw  a  widow  and

daughters running Rawson, Barker and Co. until winding up the business

in 1879 with the death of Anne Barker who had 

continued to live in the family home, Bagshawe Hall. An impressive brass

monument to the Barker family can be found close to the Vernon Chapel

in the south transept of Bakewell church. Anne reserved £1. 10s.for the

executors of her will to have her name engraved here.

The end of Rawson’s Brewery

In the late 1930s Sheffield Corporation was thinking of building a

new technical college. The brewery in Pond Street was a possible site for

demolition and development.  Before  this plan was to come to fruition,

Sheffield bore the brunt of bombing in the air  raids on December 10th,

1940, and the Pond Street Brewery was obliterated.
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The remaining public houses and inns were acquired by Duncan Gilmour

in 1946 until Joshua Tetley took that business over in 1950.

The  story  ends  here,  but  in  1922  Rawson  and  Co.  had  claimed  the

Walkley Cottage  on  Bole  Hill  Road,  a  stone’s  throw from the  site  of

Walkley Hall, William Rawson’s residence in the 1600s –  full circle. It

happens to be a very welcoming ‘local’!
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Brass memorial to Anne Barker in Bakewell church.
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                           Photograph by George Challenger

Wrench’s memorial window in St.Ann’s church, 

St Luke as the patron saint of physicians and St.Martin of Tours, 

the Roman soldier, who divided his cloak to clothe a destitute beggar.
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EDWARD MASON WRENCH

AN OUTSTANDING COUNTRY DOCTOR

Trevor Brighton

Before the 20th century village life in Britain was often governed by

three people, the squire, the parson and the doctor.  The first controlled the

land and the tenantry, the second cared for the souls of the parishioners

and the last looked after their health.  Let us look at a remarkable example

of a doctor who practised in our district for fifty years.   His name was

Edward Mason Wrench (1833 – 1912) and like so many clergymen and

doctors  in  those  days  his  interests  extended  beyond  his  professional

calling into a variety of pursuits.  The cultural history of Britain would be

considerably impoverished had these men not contributed to its literature,

history, natural history, connoisseurship, science and so on.

Edward Mason Wrench served as a doctor to the Cavendish family at

Chatsworth  as  well  as  to  the  village  of  Baslow  and  the  surrounding

district.  He was not from this locality but was the son of a London vicar

and was  born ‘near  the south coast’  on 1st July,  1833.   At  the  age  of

fourteen he was apprenticed as a medical student at St. Thomas’s Hospital

in London and at the age of twenty he qualified as a Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons. He was eager to begin employment but the Royal

College would not allow their graduates to practise in Britain before the

age of twenty one.  Wrench could not wait and went to sea by signing up

as a ship’s surgeon on a vessel transporting emigrants across the Atlantic.

 His return coincided with his majority and the outbreak of the Crimean

War.  Britain was allied with France and Turkey to check Russia’s threat

to the eastern Mediterranean and to destroy her menacing naval base at

Sebastopol  on  the  Black  Sea.   Wrench  responded,  was  gazetted  as

assistant  surgeon  to  the  34th Regiment  of  Foot  and  embarked  for

Balaklava.  His subsequent military career until his arrival at Bakewell is

nicely outlined in  The Gazette of the 2nd Volunteer Battalion Sherwood

Foresters. May 1897:-

                         

                             OUR SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER

   There  is  no  Volunteer  Battalion  that  can  show  a  more

distinguished
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    soldier  in  its   ranks  than  our  Senior  Medical  Officer,  Surgeon

Lieut.  Col.  E.  M.  Wrench.   He   embarked  for  the  Crimea  in

October,  1854,  and arrived  at  Balaklava  in  advance  of  the  34th

Regiment to which he was gazetted Assistant Surgeon on Nov. 3rd.

He was placed in medical charge of the wounded from Inkerman,

in the hospital in the Russian Military School at Balaklava, and

was afterwards attached to the 28th Regiment with whom he served

in the trenches of the Left Attack in Dec. 1854.  On the arrival of

the 34th, now the 1st Battalion Border Regiment, he remained with

it during the rest of the campaign, doing duty in the Right Attack

Trenches through the terrible winter of 1854/5, and was present at

the capture of the Quarries on June 7th, the unsuccessful assault of

the Redan June 18th, and the final capture of Sebastopol on Sept.

8th 1855.  At the assault on the 18th June, he was mentioned for

“courage, coolness and professional skill under a very heavy fire”,

and received the Crimean Medal and Clasp for Sebastopol, with

the Turkey Medal.  On his return from the Crimea with the 34th in

July, 1856, he was transferred to the 12th Prince of Wales Royal

Lancers, and embarked, in medical charge of a Squadron of that

Regiment for Madras, in the following month.  He was on active

service  with  the  12th Lancers  through  the  whole  of  the  Indian

Mutiny,  1857 and 1858, and at  the close of the campaign,  “the

excellent service of Assistant Surgeon Wrench in medical charge

of the left wing of the 12th Lancers”,  was brought to the special

notice  of  the  Director  General  of  the  Medical  Dept.  by  Lieut.

General Sir Patrick Grant, K.C.B. He was present with the Central

India Field Force at the affair of Kubrai, the battle of Banda, and

numerous skirmishes in the Jungle of Bundelkund, when in pursuit

of  Tantia  Topee  and  other  rebels,  receiving  the  Indian  Mutiny

Medal and Clasp for Central India.

Surgeon Colonel Wrench retired to England in 1860, and

retired from the army in 1862.  In January, 1864, he joined the 9th

or  Bakewell  Company  of  the  3rd Provisional  Battalion  of

Derbyshire  Volunteers,  as  Ensign,  vice  Sir  Joseph  Paxton

resigned,  with which he served  as  Ensign,  and Lieutenant  until

gazetted  Surgeon  to  the  Battalion,   21st March  1870.   He  was

promoted  Surgeon,  Lt.Col.13th April  1892  and  received  the
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Volunteer Decoration in Jan. 1893.  In this year of the record reign

of Her Gracious Majesty we feel  sure that the 2nd Derby would

take  it  as  a  compliment  were  it  found possible  to  confer  some

further mark of approval on this hard-working and distinguished

officer.   He has rarely missed the Annual Camp, and is  always

ready  to  take  part  in  any  work  which  is  for  the  benefit  and

efficiency of the Battalion.

As a twenty-one year old in the dreadful winters in the Crimea Wrench

could not have had a greater baptism by fire.  Remember, no anaesthetic

was available  then and mortality rates  were  appalling.   Wrench kept a

diary from which are two extracts:-

We are all  overworked,  and the men are dying from fatigue and bad

food.  It  is a great shame that we have such bad food.  Fancy a poor

fellow coming home having been 12 hours  in the trenches,  cold and

perhaps wet through – he has first to get a fire to cook his meat and make

some exceedingly bad coffee and finally to sleep in a damp tent on the

ground with one, or at the most, two blankets.

---

I have not seen very much surgery yet, for as soon as a man is wounded

he is shipped off to Scutari if he can bear the journey.  I was saying to

Hawkins the other day that it was very provoking not to know the end of

one’s cases.  He replied, ‘Oh, you see those mounds over there? – that’s

the end of all the cases.  Which is true, for if a man is too much hurt to

be sent to Scutari, he almost always dies up here – a tent not being the

best place for a man with a bullet through his chest’.

After his return to England, following his experiences in Russia and

India,  Wrench  married  and  began  looking  for  a  country  practice.   By

chance, William Cavendish, 7th duke of Devonshire, was seeking a new

doctor for his family and estate.  He appointed Wrench, brought him to

Chatsworth and established him, his family and his surgery at Park Lodge.

From here he ministered to patients at Chatsworth, Baslow, Bakewell and

the surrounding area.

Although he resigned his military commission as surgeon colonel

in  1864,  his  move  to  Chatsworth  allowed  him  to  maintain  army

associations  by  joining  the  3rd Provisional  Battalion  Derbyshire

Volunteers, later the Sherwood Foresters, based at Bakewell.
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He rode around the area on horseback to visit  his patients.   He

became intimate with the countryside and often walked or rode along the

local footpaths in an effort to keep them open.

His surgical skills were sometimes called upon when access to a

hospital was not the facility we enjoy today.  The British Medical Journal

of 1877 records Wrench was called out to a cottage at Stanton where a

woman, who was a dwarf due to rickets, was having difficulties with her

pregnancy.   It  was  her  first  child,  and  an  ordinary  delivery  was  not

possible.  Dr Wrench called out a colleague from Bakewell to administer

ether.  In a dark kitchen they laid the woman on a rough table and Wrench

took the only chance of saving her  life.  He opened her abdomen and

delivered the baby by Caesarean section.  It is difficult today to appreciate

the hazards involved, for it was many years before Lister pointed the way

to safe surgery by using antiseptics.  For a week the woman lay very ill

with a raging fever, but Wrench’s care and medication brought about her

recovery and she and the child were well.

Dr Wrench knew everyone  in  Baslow,  not  through his  medical

practice alone, but also through his association with the parish church and

his organisation of village activities.  He was a regular worshipper at St.

Anne’s church and a close friend of Jeremiah Stockdale who was vicar

from 1859 to 1908.  He and Dr Wrench, who served on the PCC and as a

churchwarden, worked together for almost fifty years.

History and archaeology were of passionate interest to him and he

firmly believed in celebrating great events, past and present, in the life of

the nation.  It was not surprising then to find him galvanising Chatsworth

and Baslow in marking Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee in 1887.  An

assiduous diary keeper and letter writer, he sent the following account to

six of his seven children in 1887.

My dear Children, 

You will no doubt like to hear how we spent Jubilee day in Baslow.  I will

endeavour to write an interesting account of the day, which I may here say

was as fine as fine could be, real Queen’s weather.

8.a.m. The Church bells rung a merry peal.  11. Mother to the School to pin

or tie on the pretty Jubilee Medals for the 150 school children.  The Medals

cost 2d. each, and I think the Queen’s portrait on them far better than on the

new Jubilee coinage.  12.0 The Odd Fellows Club in their badges of office

with Banners and the Bank marched to the School Gate.  A Procession was
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formed, Mr. Stockdale at the head, and myself hidden in a cloud of dust at

the tail, and we all marched to Church.  The Service was charming.  We sang

three hymns and God Save the King”. 

1.30.  We marched round the village,  headed by the Band, to Chatsworth

Park.   Arrived  there,  the  Children  deployed  to  the  right  in  front  of  our

garden, where Mother served out Buns and Milk.  The adults wheeled to the

left to the Marquee, where there were seats for 270, but only about 200 sat

down to dinner.

4.0 p.m.  Mother unveiled my memorial cut on the big “Elephant Stone” in

the Park.  Of course I made a speech.  I spoke mainly to the children.  I told

them that I  was born when there was a King of England, but no Lucifer

matches, when Railways were only just beginning to be made, and there was

no  penny post  and  no  telegraphs.   I  foretold  that  more  than  half  of  the

children there present would still be alive 50 years hence, and live to see still

greater changes.  I hoped and believed they would see a great advance in the

well-being of the working classes.  Tramways probably on every main road,

Railways to India and across Africa.  I did not wish to talk as long as Mr.

Stockdale’s sermon (24 mins.) or I might have added that they would see

farthing postage, abolition  of the Game Laws, far more use made of our

Churches (for Concerts and Lectures) without any diminution of religious

feeling.  Such an improvement in the manners of the people that it would be

as disgraceful then for a cobbler or a mason to get drunk as it was considered

now for a doctor or a parson to do so.  There will certainly be free Education

then and possible Established Hospitals in place of an Established Church.

The world will be better and happier, but England will never see a better

Queen than Victoria.

5 p.m. and no tea ready.  It was as I expected, a great effort had been made to

give the selfish men a hot dinner, and the women and children’s Tea was

scarce thought about, so that it was an hour late, but everyone was in a good

temper, and there was plenty to eat.  

At  6.0 p.m.  Branson’s  duties as Captain of the Sports  commenced.   The

programme included the usual flat and hurdle races, races in sacks which

were very amusing, and two obstacle races, the competitors having to crawl

through barrels,  under poles,  over  carts,  I  really feared they would break

their legs, they went over the carts at such a pace, then over three bottle

crates and finally under two stack covers.  The people screamed with delight,

when  they  were  all  struggling  under  the  sail  cloths.   Branson  made  an
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excellent Captain and all went off well except the greasy pole for which only

the sweep would try, though Branson got all over soft soap to encourage

others, and the Tug of War, for which there were no entries because there

was no prize.  They said they weren’t going to break their backs for nothing,

how different to Public School boys or Officers in the Army.  Another proof

that education does not make men unfit or disinclined for hard work.  I was

really angry with the idleness and selfishness of the village louts.  There was

Branson, Unwin, two young men from the Hydro and myself working like

slaves to amuse the people and the lads would do nothing that they weren’t

paid for.  I hope fifty years hence there will be more public spirit amongst

the working classes.  We, or rather Mr. Unwin, for he provided it, gave all

the prizes in the New Jubilee Coinage.   There were swings for boys and

girls,  and the ladies got up some girls races, but we did not degrade the

women by having races for them, as they did at Bakewell, to laugh at them.

I think the non-success of the greasy pole shows that the tastes of the people

are improving.

At 10 p.m. we lit our bonfire near Dob Edge.  It burned and blazed fiercely,

and lit up all the village.  We could see 8 others, near Baslow at the Eagle

Stone, Sir William Hill, Longstone Edge, Sheldon towards Buxton, Pilsley,

Calton.  It was a very pretty sight.  I had thought of asking the children to

climb up to Dob Edge to make a cairn of stones at the base of my Jubilee

Weather Cock, the vane of which is eight feet long.  But there was not time

and it was near midnight before most of us were in bed.  And so ends our

Jubilee Day.  My only regret was that I had only one child out of seven at

home to share in the enjoyment.

                            Your affect. Father,

                                E. M. Wrench
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Wrench’s  inscription  on  the  ‘Elephant  Stone’  is  not  an  easily  read

arrangement  of  the  Queen’s  regnal  dates,  the  letters  of  her  name in a

cruciform design between two lines of the national anthem!

Wrench’s record of Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee on the ‘Elephant

Stone’  in Chatsworth Park.  (Watercolour sketch by John Sheldon, 1975)

Ten  years  later  Dr  Wrench  was  at  the  centre  of  the  Queen’s

Diamond  Jubilee  celebrations.   This  time  he  designed  a  much  better

memorial in a more prominent place – the clock face on Baslow’s church

tower.  He records the celebrations in his diary and the involvement of the

Duke and Duchess of Devonshire. 

When the people of Baslow decided to celebrate the record reign

of Queen Victoria, they appointed Dr Wrench treasurer of a Committee to

receive subscriptions to be devoted for that purpose.  The money collected

amounted to £200, and out of this £70 was spent in entertaining the school

children and old people of the village on Jubilee Day, and in building a

huge bonfire on the high tor at the back of the Hydro.  The remaining

money of £130 it was decided to spend on the purchase of a clock to be

placed in the Tower of St. Anne’s Church.  The clock was set going last

Friday afternoon by Her Grace the Duchess of Devonshire, in the presence

of a crowded congregation.

An escort,  composed of  members  of  the  Committee and Urban

District Council, together with the two Churchwardens, Dr Wrench and

Mr. W. S. Tomlinson awaited Her Grace at the Church Gate.  Just before

3 p.m. the Vicar (the Rev. J. Stockdale M.A.) and his Curate (the Rev. A.
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E. Drew), left the church and proceeded to the gate.  Her Grace was very

punctual and drove up, accompanied by her daughter, Lady Gosford.  The

Duchess, wearing a dark grey tailor-made coat with a Picture hat of violet

cloth and tie and muff of sable, was very charming and followed the Vicar

down the circuitous path by the river, with a pleasant smile on her face.

As the procession entered the church the hymn “All Nations that on earth

do dwell” was sung, the congregation standing, mean-while the two ladies

were  conducted  to  seats  near  the  Chancel.   The  Service  included  the

singing of Psalm 122, and a Lesson from the 5th Chapter of the Ephesians,

and Prayers.  At this point the officiating Minister, accompanied by the

Duchess,  proceeded  to  the  West  End  of  the  church  where  Her  Grace

pulled a gold  cord,  setting the clock in motion, the Vicar  at  the same

moment uttering the words of dedication as follows, “The blessing of God

Almighty,  the Father,  the Son, and the Holy Spirit,  be upon this clock

which we dedicate today, and upon the congregation of this church, now

and forevermore.”   The hymn,  “Praise  the  Lord”,  was  sung while the

Offertory was being taken: the Service ended with the Jubilee hymn “Oh

King of Kings”.

The clock is the work of the well-known firm of Smith and Sons,

Derby.   Mr  E.  N.  Ireland,  organist,  was  responsible  for  the  musical

portions of the Service, and the full voluntary choir was in attendance.

                                                (Photograph by George Challenger)

Wrench’s Diamond Jubilee clock in the tower of St.Anne’s church, Baslow.
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The clock face was designed by Dr Wrench, and is as ingenious in 

its construction as it is appropriate to the occasion it celebrates.  

The twelve hours are represented by 8 letters and 4 figures viz.  

VICTORIA 1897.  The well-known name commences at 9 o’clock

with V.12 o’clock being T, and so on.  The hours 8, 7, 6 and 5 are 

represented by 1897 respectively.

Quite  apart  from displaying  his  steadfast  loyalty  to  the  Crown

Wrench did not allow important military and naval events of Britain’s past

to go uncelebrated.  As we today prepare to celebrate the bicentenary of

the  battle  of  Waterloo  Wrench  was  not  prepared  to  allow  the  50th

anniversary to pass unrecorded.  He duly erected a ten foot cross of local

gritstone slabs 900 feet above sea-level on Blackstone Edge.  It is clearly

visible from the road to Sheffield.  Known as the Wellington Monument,

it is inscribed                                      

WELLINGTON

Born 1769 Died 1852

Erected 1866 by E. M. Wrench

(Late 34th Regt.)

Wrench’s Wellington Monument (Watercolour by John Sheldon 1975)
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Nor did Wrench forget the great naval victory over the French, ten years

before Waterloo – the battle of Trafalgar. Baslow already had a monument

to Lord Nelson which stood at 1014 feet on Birchen Edge not far from the

Robin Inn.  It was erected by a stone mason, Samson Savage shortly after

Nelson’s death.  The column is of square section tapering to a height of

nine feet.  Originally it was topped by a stone ball which was smashed off

by  vandals  some  years  later.   Savage  inscribed  what  became  known

locally as ‘Nelson’s Pole’ with the simple obituary:
      AD

         NELSON

           DIED

          Oct. 21

           1805

Wrench’s added inscription on the Nelson Monument 1905
(watercolour by John Sheldon 1975)
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Dr  Wrench  once  again  roused  the  villagers  of  Baslow  to  honour  our

greatest naval hero on the centenary of his death on board H.M.S. Victory.

The Derbyshire Times covered the event:

   Baslow is properly noted for its commemorations of national events

and heroes.   It  has  its  Jubilee Stone,  its  Diamond  Jubilee Clock,  its

Wellington Monument, and is one of the few villages that has, in years

gone by honoured Nelson by a Monument.  A handsome monolith, 12

feet high, was erected by John Brightmore, 1000 feet above sea level on

Birchen Edge, near three conspicuous rocks formerly called the Wain

Stones, but when the monument was erected these rocks had the names

VICTORY,  DEFIANCE and ROYAL SOVERN carved on  them.  On

Trafalgar Day, on the instigation of Mr, Wrench, over 100 adults and

children made a Pilgrimage to the Nelson Memorial, no easy matter as is

shown by the well-known fact that there were several people over 70,

and some over 80 years of age and have never visited the spot.  The road

to it having been called, in Saxon times, Wormstall or Dragon’s Den,

may explain the cause.  There is, however, one very old lady, Mrs Lee,

who has the recollection of the story of its erection from one who was

present when a child.  She writes, “There was a fiddle and bear up there.

The man that made it was a Baslow man, John Brightmore, who got such

things as gate-posts and troughs.  The man made it without any pay.  My

grandmother’s servant took a bucket of whitewash and white-washed it.”

On Saturday last the old Monument was more appropriately honoured

for it was wreathed in laurel and swathed in palm branches.

     The procession started from the Baslow Club Hall at 1.45 p.m. and

proceeding up the ancient pack-horse road from Robin Rood, reached

the spot about 3 p.m.  A sharp hailstorm drove the party to shelter under

the  lea  of  the  Three  Ships,  but  the  sun  shone  brightly  when  Emily

Brightmore, aged four, a connection of John Brightmore, the erector of

the Monument in 1810, placed a palm branch, provided by Mr. Chester

from the Chatsworth Conservatory, on October, 1905, carved there and

then by Mr. George Sheldon on the shaft.  A solemn silence was then

observed in memory of Nelson’s death, followed by three cheers and the

singing  of  Rule  Britannia  by  the  children  in  honour  of  the  glorious

victory at Trafalgar.

     Mr. Wrench gave an address to the children on the three attributes of

Nelson, so deserving of imitation, and read extracts from Southey’s Life

of Nelson, to illustrate his absence of fear, his high sense of duty, and his
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kindness to all placed under his command.  Speaking of the Battle of

Trafalgar, Mr. Wrench said that, had  England been defeated, it would

have meant a second Norman Conquest with Napoleon the Conqueror.

                 Finally, all present were invited to subscribe their names on papers

which  were  placed,  with  the  Derbyshire  Times  of  that  date,  and  the

Parish Magazine, in a bottle, which was then buried near the Victory on

which had been placed by Mr. Thynn of the Grand Hotel, a decorated

portrait  of  Nelson.   Several  photographs  were  taken  during  the

proceedings by Messrs. Wheen, Coates and  Frank Wrench.    Finally,

the  children  having  been  regaled  on  chocolate  by  Mr.

Staunton, the party returned to Baslow and left the old monument   

             in its grand solitude to commemorate its hero for another century”.

In his last years,  Wrench was still engrossed and active in local

history and archaeology.  He was particularly engaged in the restoration of

St.  Anne’s  Church  in  Baslow.   Its  original  Norman chancel  had  been

rebuilt in 1853, but in 1911 it was decided to rebuild it again.  Wrench

instructed the workman called in to demolish it to look carefully for any

fragments  of  the  original  Norman  work.    Four  carved  pieces  were

recovered, one of which Wrench considered to be ‘Saxon rope decorated’.

He had them incorporated in the church porch along with a fine coffin

cover carved with a floriated cross on a calvary of two steps which was

also excavated. The Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural History

Society had been founded in 1878 and Wrench became a member.  Again

he  involved  himself  in  archaeological  ventures  and  was  active  in  the

excavations at Rains Cave, Longcliffe which were reported in volumes 11,

14 and 15 of that Society’s Journal. Even  in  his  77th year  Wrench  was

actively digging.  His object of interest now was Queen Mary’s Bower in

Chatsworth Park.  This old Elizabethan water-garden feature had puzzled

various scholars who believed it was formed on an older prehistoric or

mediaeval mound.  Wrench subscribed to the latter view, considered it to

be the site of a Norman motte and bailey castle, and convinced the duke

and duchess of Devonshire of his theory.  They gave permission for their

children  to  help  and  observe  Wrench  in  his  excavations  in  the  park.

Wrench,  with his usual enthusiasm, wrote about  his findings  to his  13

grandchildren.   His  letter  and  a  memorandum  of  duchess  Evelyn  are

published  in  volume  27  (2000)  of  this  Journal.   In  this  case  their

hypothesis was wrong.
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Carved stone coffin cover (13th C).in the porch of St.Anne’s church, Baslow.

(Watercolour by John Sheldon 1975.)

The two keys cut on it may signify the office of a warden or park keeper.

In his years of ‘retirement’ Wrench assisted his son, Dr. Branson

Wrench,  who  practised  in  Bakewell  and  who,  in  1875,  built  the

Woodhouse (now the Renaissance Restaurant) in Bath Street.  This is a

pseudo-Tudor  black  and  white  house  quite  atypical  of  the  town’s

vernacular  buildings.   According  to  a  memorandum  by  the  late  Dick

Alcock, once a member of this Society, old Dr Wrench ‘was still living in

this house in 1895 because his son told me he watched from an upper

window the  laying  of  the  Lady  Manners  School  Foundation  stone.   I

remember the old doctor quite well.  He became one of the governors of

the new School and appeared on the platform,  while I  was there,  as  a

spritely white-haired figure.’  White-haired he may have been, sprightly

he certainly was.  He gave up horse riding and took to a bicycle and at the

age of 75 went on a cycling tour of the south coast, covering 50 miles on

one day!  Nor were his mental faculties diminished.  He was considered a
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naturalist  of  some distinction and gave lectures  throughout  the  county.

Adult education was yet  another area of interest and he set up a penny

library for the villagers of Baslow.

In  1907,  when  Edward  VII  visited  Chatsworth,  Wrench  was

decorated by the King with the Royal Victorian Order.

Fittingly, Wrench did not die in his bed but on his bicycle.  On a

fine March day in 1912 he rode to Hassop station and took a train, along

with his  bike,  for  Buxton.   Later  that  day he decided  to  complete  the

return journey by riding.  Whilst travelling down Ashwood Dale he fell to

his death from heart failure. 

He was buried in the churchyard of St. Anne’s, Baslow beneath a

carved memorial designed by himself – a sundial in the form of a semi-

recumbent  cross.   Inside  the  church  is  a  commemorative  stained glass

window erected at the cost of 300 subscribers.         

What a remarkable man !

             

                                                                (Photograph by George Challenger)

        The Woodhouse, Bath Street, Bakewell, built 1875.
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                                              Photograph by George Challenger

Wrench’s unusual gravestone in Baslow churchyard.

Sources.

Material for this brief account of Dr Wrench’s life was drawn from:-

1. John Sheldon, A Short History of Baslow and Bubnell edited and         

     published by S. M. Evans 1975. 

2. Diaries of Dr. Wrench, Nottingham University Archives.

3.  Two papers among the papers of the late Dr. Emerson of Bakewell

given to the Old House Museum.

a)   A typed  lecture  presented  on the 150th anniversary  of  Dr.  Wrench

probably by Dr. Eddleston.

b)   A handwritten memorandum about Dr Wrench by Dick Alcock.

4.  Trevor Brighton, ‘Queen Mary’s Bower at Chatsworth, No.27, Journal

of the Bakewell and District Historical Society 2000.

5.   Derbyshire  County  Record  Office,  Matlock,  Gazettes  of  the  2nd

Volunteer  Battalion Sherwood Foresters  (Derbyshire  Regiment)  1896 –

1903.
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A NEW ARCHIVE ON BURTON CLOSES

IN BAKEWELL

Trevor Brighton

The  most  important  and  interesting  building  in  Bakewell  after  the

parish church is Burton Closes.  However, whilst the former has adapted

to expansion, change of architectural styles and usage for over a thousand

years, the latter, once a fine gentleman’s residence, is now a misshapen

relic.  Initially, as Pevsner asserted, the house and its landscape must have

been an ‘ensemble of extreme beauty… gloriously sited 100ft. above the

river Wye at the intersection of two valleys’.

It  was  built  in 1845 for  John Allcard,  a  wealthy banker,  by Joseph

Paxton and John Robertson, who laid out Edensor village for the 6th duke

of  Devonshire.   Paxton designed  the grounds  and  Augustus  Pugin  the

interior  décor  and  furnishings.   Ownership  of  the  house  passed  from

Allcard to Smith Taylor-Whitehead and finally to Alexander Campbell-

Blair.   Each in turn extended and adapted the house.  In  the process a

catalogue  of  prominent  Victorians  was  associated  with  embellishing

Burton Closes – architects like Pugin’s son and T. D. Barry, the Liverpool

architect, who also designed Bakewell’s cemetery, and famous industrial

designers like Herbert Minton (encaustic tiles), John Hardman (metalwork

and stained glass) and the firm of T. G. Grace (interior designers).

The house and estate began to be a burden on its last private owner,

Alexander Campbell-Blair, who spent his last years as a sick recluse.  He

died in 1935 and the house and estate were sold by auction in 1939.

At  this  point  the  second  World  War  began  and  the  house  and

immediate grounds were occupied by the Royal Corps of Signals.  After

the War the house, stripped of its furniture and most of its fittings, was

gradually  reduced  in  size,  adapted  to  create  a  nursing  home  and

maintained as a sorry shadow of its earlier Victorian splendour.  During

part of this period it was run by Rita and Brian Moorhouse who cared for

it and had a great interest in its past history.    They advertised in the local

press  for  anyone  with  connections  with  Burton  Closes  in  the  past  to

contact  them.   People  responded  with  letters  and  photographs  which

contributed to an exhibition. On their  retirement  to Castleton, Rita  and

Brian kindly gave their archive of letters, photographs, articles, catalogues
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and newspaper cuttings to our Museum.  In all there are 28 items which

they listed very briefly in an accompanying index.  What follows are their

brief descriptions followed by a broader  comment to help anyone who

might wish to consult the archive at our Museum.

1. Letter and memorial card to Sarah Ann Barnsley, d 1878, former

resident of Burton Closes.

She  was  née  Sarah  Ann  Hunston,  wife  of  Richard  Barnsley  and  was

buried at Youlgrave.  Presumably they were both resident employees at

the house.

2. Letter to Mr Moorhouse re book ‘Pugin’s Builder:  the life and

work of George Myers’.

The book was  written by Patricia  Spencer-Silver  and published by the

University of Hull Press and Lampada Press, 1993.

The name of Myers will always be associated with Pugin who assured him

that he should ‘execute all his buildings’.

3. Correspondence re a 4-poster bed from Burton Closes.

This letter (1995) concerns a Caroline bed dated 1668.  It was illustrated

in a Spanish publication.  The bed belonged to a member of the Smith

Taylor-Whitehead family and may have been at Burton Closes.

4. Brief history of Burton Closes.

This  is  an  extract  from  a  directory  of  Derbyshire  country  houses  by

Maxwell Craven.

5. News cutting re Campbell-Blair at Burton Closes.

Article  by  Maxwell-Craven  in  the  Derby  Evening  Telegraph  (27  Sept

2001),  including  a  photograph  of  Campbell-Blair’s  coachman,  James

Richardson.

6. Papers re stained glass windows from Burton Closes. These help

to trace what happened to the Victorian windows taken out and sold.  That

of archangel Uriel, designed by Ford Madox-Brown, is now installed in

Tansley parish church.
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James Richardson, coachman to Alexander Campbell-Blair,

at Burton Closes, c1920

7. Will of Campbell-Blair.

This was made at his residence of Bromeillion, Llandudno in 1935, the

year of his death.

8. Family tree and photos re Myra Nichols, former housekeeper at

Burton Closes.

Myra (c1861 – 1945) was housekeeper to Campbell-Blair in the 1920s.

She  married  his  chauffeur,  Jack  Johnson,  and  they  lived  with  their

children in the gothic lodge house, still standing on the Haddon Road.

9. Photocopies of Pages from Pevsner.

i.e.  Sir  N.  Pevsner,  ‘The  Buildings  of  England  (Derbyshire)’,  revised

edition, 1978, pp.77 – 78.

10. Proposal for railway line between Rowsley and Bakewell, 1856.
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This scheme concerned an extension of the Midland Railway from the

railhead at Rowsley to Bakewell (en route for Buxton and Manchester).  It

was to follow the valley bottom between the turnpike road (present A6)

and  the  river  Wye.   It  would  pass  William Allcard’s  land  by  Burton

Closes and arrive at Bakewell station in Dagnall and Catcliffe Closes.  

The scheme was  rejected  in favour of  the line driven through Haddon

Tunnels arriving at the present (disused) Bakewell station.

11. References to publications re Burton Closes.

A list of books and articles 1983 – 90.

12. Papers re restoration  of Pugin’s ceilings.

National Monuments record of the ceilings in Burton Closes and estimates

for their restoration and conservation by Campbell Smith and Co. Ltd.,

London and Liverpool, 15th June 1981.

The work was not carried out. The cost was prohibitive.

13. Extracts copied by the County Records office at Matlock from a 

thesis in its archives.

Illustrations of Burton Closes

 

14. Unknown article re Burton Closes.

This is a four page illustrated manuscript with two neatly drawn estate 

plans.  Whilst unsigned it is undoubtedly the work of one of our past 

members, Dick Allcock, who marks the location of his house, ‘Kopaci’, 

on one of his plans.

15. Course notes from the Georgian Group re Joseph Paxton.

Study day on Paxton 22 May 1996.  Largely concerned with Chatsworth.  

A brief account with four illustrations deals with Burton Closes.

16. Undated rates assessment and maps 1796 and 1907?

19th century estate maps and photocopy of John Allcard’s estate at Burton 

Closes.  There is no item for 1796.

17. Articles from ‘The work of Joseph Paxton’ by G. F. Chadwick.
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This is from the book published by the Architectural Press, London 1961, 

pp 84 – 87 and 224.  Chadwick wrote the standard work on Paxton. The 

passages discuss the contributions of Paxton and Pugin to the design of 

Burton Closes.

18.     Letter from Clifford Heap and photo re military at Burton Closes.

His enclosed photo shows ten soldiers standing outside the main door of 

Burton Closes.  None is named.  Perhaps Leslie Wright of Bakewell might

recognise some old comrades.

Soldiers stationed at Burton Closes c1940
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19. Photocopies of census pages, 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891, for Burton 

Closes.

20. Correspondence re planning applications, listing roads.

6th January 1982.  Recommendation to the Peak District National Park 

Authority that Burton Closes is too expensive to renovate and maintain 

and should be demolished.  (See 12 above)

21. Smith Taylor-Whitehead – family tree and wife’s obituary.

Short, typed biography and hand-written family pedigree.  Obituary of 

Mrs. Julia Taylor-Whitehead, aged 67.  She was interred in the family 

vault in Bakewell Cemetery.  (Derbys. Times 9.11.1918).

22. Aerial photograph of Burton Closes.

Aerial view of Burton Closes c1980s.  

Notice the decapitated bell tower and the modern intrusions on the left.
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23. Letters re Price and Dunne at Burton Closes.

Two photos of Henry (?) Price and Henry Dunne in the grounds at Burton 

Closes.  Price worked as a gardener until called up in the first World War. 

On his return he became head gardener at Castle Hill where he lived in the

gardener’s cottage.

 Gardeners Henry? Price (right) and Henry Dunne c1910.
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24.  Photos of Minnie Wallace and Robert Wallace

The photo below shows Minnie Wallace (b 1901) outside the main door 

with two ‘begging’ dogs. She was probably the housekeeper.  

  Minnie Wallace, housekeeper to Alexander Campbell-Blair
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Her uncle Bob was chauffeur to Alexander Campbell-Blair and is pictured

beside a splendid car at the main entrance c1920.

Robert Wallace chauffeur to Alexander Campbell- Blair

25. Miscellaneous photos – memorial cards.

Photos of an original chimney stack and one of Pugin’s interior decoration

motifs.  The cards have no obvious relevance.

26. Dissertation on Burton Closes by Peter Carrington, 1986.

Peter lived in Bakewell and submitted this thesis for a BA (Hons) degree 

in the department of History of Art and Design, Manchester Polytechnic.  

32pp + appendices of photographs.

27. Sale of Burton Closes Estate,1939. W. S. Bagshaw and Sons 

Auctioned at Devonshire Chambers in Bakewell.

Estate map and 4 good photos.
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28. Sale of contents of Burton Closes, 1939.

Catalogue of the antique and modern furnishings together with oil 

paintings and watercolour drawings by English and continental artists.

29. Sale of Burton Closes Estate, 1900.

Estate map and photos.
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